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This text introduces the beginner to FORTRAN. To help the reader develop analysis skills while

learning programming, engineering computations are incorporated with sound programming

practices. Eight major programming assignments sections, each with a sample and solved model,

illustrate the methods of preceding chapters, as well as introduce discussions concerning

engineering orientation. This second edition integrates numerous advanced topics in numerical

methods as they relate to computational procedures in order to reinforce their application in other

courses such as calculus and physics. Topics especially tailored to the beginning user include

matrix equations, root of functions, curve-fitting, series expansions, integration and differentiation

and differential equations.
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Fortran 77 were, and it could continue being it, a powerful programming language, easy to learn and

using for any scientific and technical schools students. All real-world scientific and engineering

applications, from 1957 until late 1970's, they were programmed in Fortran. When the first personal

computers appeared, at the beginning of the 1980's, Fortran compilers also got ready for them, but

nowadays we haven't good compilers for home computers at affordable prices. The 77 version of

Fortran added to the language the important and practical concepts about structured programming,

what allowed to design and modify program routines orderly and easily, very laborious task of

making with the previous sequential languages, because of the GOTO sentence, that became

useless in structured languages. I would even say that the later versions of Fortran, the



90/95/2003..., the only thing that they add is to approach them to languages like C or C++ that don't

contribute anything to facilitate the life to technical programmers and, on the other hand, they need

to lose a precious time solving lots of specific internal language needs, far away of their

real-world-problems to solve. A Fortran programmer doesn't need to design complicate user

interfaces for input and output data, on the contrary to administrative applications programmers,

which really need these tools, and for that reason, they need other languages different from

Fortran.This book explains the Fortran 77 language very well and it includes many illustrative

examples full developed, that makes it useful and interesting to learn and use, even in a self taught

way. It is a pity not to have any appropriate Fortran 77 compilers for personal computers nowadays

to practice it...
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